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What is the Olli Fleet Challenge?
The Olli Fleet Challenge seeks to support the increased adoption and use of autonomous
vehicles through partnerships for the deployment of Olli pods. We are looking to partner with
communities, placemakers and passionate organizations in Florida to discover interesting
and relevant use-cases for low-speed autonomous vehicles. Entrants to this challenge will
compete to receive a small fleet of Olli (an Olli pod) and work directly with the Local Motors
team to set up the autonomous routes defined within their entry.

What defines a verified eligible organization?
Eligible entrants are cities, developers, businesses and other public or private organizations
in Florida who can propose unique and engaging use-cases for pods of Olli in that area,
based on Olli’s current capabilities and regulatory status.

Will my entry be viewable by others?
No - this will be a closed challenge, meaning that entries to the challenge will be hidden.

How can I be involved if I am not an eligible organization?
As we navigate the world of autonomous vehicles, there are endless opportunities to
co-create solutions and define visions of the future of Olli, autonomy and mobility! If you are
interested in bringing the Olli Fleet Challenge to your community/city let us know by telling
Local Motors.

Where can I ask questions about the challenge?
If you have an immediate question, please contact ollisales@localmotors.com and a Local
Motors representative will contact you as soon as possible.

How can I be notified about updates in the Olli Fleet Challenge?
The easiest way to keep up with all things Olli is to visit our website and follow us on social
media. You can follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn with #OlliFleet.

How does the winner of the Olli Fleet Challenge engage with Local Motors?
Upon determining the winner of the Olli Fleet Challenge in Florida, Local Motors will enter into
a contract to govern the relationship.

